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What is the purpose of this DCP?
This DCP has two main purposes:
1.

To capture information obtained during the State Significant Site study, which for statutory
planning and practical reasons could not be included in the rezoning process and would
otherwise be lost from the statutory planning process.

2.

To provide guidance to future planning and development processes, including a detailed master
plan and a detailed DCP for the site. The detailed DCP will supersede this Preliminary DCP.

Land to which this DCP applies:
This DCP applies to the West Byron urban land release area, as defined by the State Significant Site
planning process. The study boundary for the SSS was established by the NSW Minister for Planning
and is illustrated on the following plan. West Byron is south of Ewingsdale Road, between
Sunnybrand Chickens at the west and Belongil Creek at the east, with Cumbebin wetlands at the
south. For context, the “Belongil Fields” caravan park is slightly east of the centre of the study area.
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Glossary of terms:
To avoid confusion or potential conflict with other planning instruments, this DCP does not create
new definitions and terms. Most of the definitions and terms used in this document are defined by
the NSW Standard Instrument and related legislation. Some terms are borrowed from Byron DCP
2010 or from published urban design guidelines and are identified as such.

Where did the information in this DCP come from?
This DCP is based on information obtained during the State Significant Site (SSS) study for the West
Byron urban land release area. The SSS study was prepared in response to Director-General’s
requirements issued on 3 November 2009. Information in the SSS study was obtained from several
specialist reports, policies, guidelines and consultations as follows:
1.

Environmental studies (authors in brackets):
• Aboriginal cultural heritage (J Collins)
• Acid sulfate soils (Southern Cross University Environmental Analysis Laboratory)
• Acoustic impacts (TTM Consulting)
• Air quality and odour (PAE Holmes)
• Bushfire hazard (LandPartners)
• Civil engineering (Cardno)
• Contamination (Southern Cross University Environmental Analysis Laboratory)
• Flooding (BMT WBM)
• Flora and fauna (LandPartners; Australian Wetlands Consulting)
• Marine ecology (Peter Parker Environmental Consultants)
• Mosquito hazard (Department of Medical Entomology, University of Sydney & Westmead
Hospital)
• Retail activity and economic impact (HillPDA)
• Social impact (BBC Consulting Planners)
• Traffic and transport (Veitch Lister Consulting)
• Urban design (Deicke Richards)
• Visual impact (Ennismore Field)
• Water Sensitive Urban Design (the Water & Carbon Group)
• Combined report on visual impact, acoustic sensitivity and urban design solutions for
Ewingsdale Road (TTM Consulting [acoustics], Ennismore Field [visual/landscape], Deicke
Richards [urban design])

2.

NSW planning and urban guidelines including:
• Ministerial Planning (S117) Directions
• NSW Housing Code
• NSW Commercial & Industrial Code
• NSW Coastal Design Guidelines
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• North Coast Urban Design Guidelines
• State Environmental Planning Policies (e.g. SEPP 71 Coastal Protection, SEPP Exempt and
Complying Development Codes)
3.

Byron Shire Council strategies and policies, including:
• Affordable Housing
• Biodiversity Conservation Strategy
• Greenhouse Action Plan
• Social impact assessment policy
• Main Road 545 Strategic Study
• Sustainable Agriculture Strategy

4.

Consultations:
• Community – general (website, letterbox drop, public information day)
• Community – special interest groups
• Byron Shire Council – Councillors and staff
• Adjoining landowners
• NSW State agencies including:
o Department of Planning
o Cape Byron Marine Park Authority
o Northern Rivers Catchment Management Authority
o Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water:
 NSW Office of Water
 Fisheries
 National Parks
o Department of Health
o Department of Industry and Investment:
 Regional Development
 Mineral Resources
 Agriculture
o Roads and Traffic Authority
o Rural Fire Service
o NSW Police Service

These studies, consultations and guidelines informed the State Significant Site listing, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

zones and zone boundaries, in accordance with the NSW Standard Instrument
types of development in each zone
residential development density
building height
exempt and complying development
development on floodprone land
public land classification and dedication
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This preliminary DCP was identified as a place to ‘park’ many of the planning outcomes until a more
detailed DCP is prepared for West Byron, after the land is rezoned.
The Desired Future Character Statement in this DCP was prepared with guidance from several
sources including:
• South Australian government publication “Planning Guide: Desired Character Statements”
• NSW neighbourhood character assessment guidelines
• NSW Coastal Design Guidelines
• Western Australian Planning Commission “Liveable Neighbourhoods”

Format:
The format of this SSS DCP is consistent with the current Byron shirewide DCP. It contains:
•
•
•
•

Sections for individual development control issues or “elements”
Objective/s for each element
Performance standards for each element
and/or
Prescriptive requirements for each element

This DCP was also informed by the independent Development Assessment Forum’s “Draft Guide for
Writing Objective Rules and Tests in development assessment requirements” March 2010.
Relevantly:
“Objective rules and tests are development assessment requirements expressed in a manner
that:
(a) “…are transparent and binding (embodied in statutory documents not discretionary policy),
(b) can be objectively applied by experts,
(c) with consistent and predictable results,
(d) are as precise, specific, quantified and objective [measurable] as possible (based on
evidence not guesswork),
(e) use the appropriate dimensional, performance or impact techniques to be both effective and
efficient, and
(f) are expressed in plain English using common terms.”

The DAF guide recommends the use of “SMART” goals, meaning development controls that are:
Specific
Measurable
Achievable
Relevant
Time bound
These principles should also be applied when developing the more detailed DCP for West Byron.
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The authority of this DCP:
This DCP is a Development Control Plan in accordance with the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, 1979. It is a matter for consideration under Section 79C(1)(a)(iii) of the Act, which
applies to the assessment of development applications.
State Environmental Planning Policies have superior authority to this DCP.
The NSW Housing Code has superior authority to this DCP. The Code allows houses to be developed
as ‘complying development’ if they meet a list of criteria. It is not legally possible for this DCP to
affect that list of criteria without the approval of the Department of Planning. However, this DCP
will apply to development applications for development other than single detached housing, such as
multi-unit housing (units or villas) or ‘attached housing’ (houses subdivided onto their own lot after
construction).
The DCP includes plans and information developed in the course of a State Significant Site study. It
does not preclude better ideas or alternative outcomes being developed through master planning or
detailed design work at a later date. However, any such alternatives will need to demonstrate
consistency with the Desired Future Character statement for the settlement.
Notes are provided in this DCP. They are provided for background, explanatory or reference
purposes, and do not form part of this DCP for development control purposes.

Background:
Planning in its myriad forms – land use planning, traffic planning, social and community planning,
recreation planning and other such disciplines – continues to evolve and learn from past practice at
all scales, from the local to the international.
A wealth of information and training is now available in the specialised field of urban design. The
following extracts from the Western Australian Planning Commission’s “Liveable Neighbourhoods”
summarise the situation:
“Neighbourhood design is changing. During the 1970s and 1980s neighbourhoods typically
comprised low density housing on large lots in a curvilinear street layout with a strong street
hierarchy and low levels of connectivity with culs-de-sac off local collector streets.
Neighbourhoods were usually planned within cells bounded by arterial roads and were often
walled. Most areas were almost exclusively residential.
“Today there is greater emphasis upon social, economic and environmental aspects, with the
resultant urban forms in transition.
“(The) emerging planning agenda focuses on the idea of an urban structure based on walkable
mixed use neighbourhoods with interconnected street patterns to facilitate movement and to
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disperse traffic. Daily needs may be within walking distance of most residents. With good
design, more people will actively use local streets, enhancing safety. Local employment
opportunities are facilitated within the town structure, providing the community with a firmer
economic base and enhancing self containment of neighbourhoods and towns.
“Safe, sustainable and attractive neighbourhoods are sought with a strong site-responsive
identity supportive of local community. This model promotes better community, employment
and environmental sustainability than conventional planning practice.
“(Urban design) is a fundamental determinant of the urban form which:
• sets the urban character and design of an area;
• allows or inhibits social interaction and thereby influences the likelihood of community
formation;
• forces car dependence or reduces it by encouraging the non-car modes of walking, cycling
and public transport;
• gives or denies access to facilities for all users of the urban environment; and
• provides or prevents opportunities for locally based business and employment.”
The West Byron land release area has had the benefit of contemporary urban design input relevant
to the scale and context of the rezoning process.
The proposal strives to maximise the positive aspects, and minimise the negative impacts, of urban
development. This is reflected in the desired future character statement and in the various
development control elements in this DCP, and in the various mitigation and compensatory habitat
measures which will yield net ecological gains in West Byron.

SSS study key issues table:
The following table is taken from the Environmental Assessment for the SSS study. It is primarily
aimed at zoning considerations, but may also serve as a useful summary of issues that need to be
addressed in future master planning and DCP preparation.
How has this consideration informed the
proposed zoning system and other planning
controls?

Issue/report

• Key recommendation/s
Acid sulfate soils:
• Area is underlain by potential acid sulfate
soils.
• The need for an Acid Sulfate Soils
management plan is to be ascertained after
detailed urban design is undertaken. If the
master plan proposes extensive excavations

• Indirect impact on zoning system; some
synergies with other constraints (flooding,
vegetation) around the edges of the site,
particularly at the northeast.
• May influence master planning, when
development layout and bulk earthworks
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How has this consideration informed the
proposed zoning system and other planning
controls?

Issue/report

• Key recommendation/s
below existing ground levels, an assessment
of potential impacts on acid sulfate soils will
be required.

are conceptualised.
• Detailed response and management
measures (if required) at subdivision
stage.

Acoustic:
• Ewingsdale Road is a source of traffic noise.
• Sunnybrand is a source of industrial noise.
• The speed limit and speed environment on
Ewingsdale Road is likely to be reduced in the
foreseeable future. This will reduce traffic
noise and the extent of impacts on residential
amenity.
• Traffic noise impacts on residential
development can be mitigated by acoustic
barriers or by adaptive building design.
• Potential noise impacts on residential
development can be mitigated by acoustic
barriers or by using non-residential buildings
as a noise buffer and as a non-sensitive
receptor.
• Industrial noise from Sunnybrand can be
mitigated by walls or by non-residential uses.

• A design issue rather than a zoning issue.
• Several solutions are available to mitigate
potential acoustic impacts on dwellings
near Ewingsdale Road. Provisional
solutions will be provided in the
preliminary DCP. Detailed consideration
required at master planning stage.
• Some impact on zoning near Sunnybrand
due to synergy with odour issue.
• Industrial zone to be located adjacent to
Sunnybrand, using building mass and
spatial separation to mitigate acoustic
impacts on residential areas.
• Detailed responses, including timing of
construction of any public works, at
subdivision design stage.

Air quality (odour):
• Sunnybrand is an odour source. Frequency,
intensity, duration of odour problem is
diminishing over time due to improved
management practices and legislative
requirements.
• Industrial estate contains small odour
generating activities (e.g. fibreglass
manufacturing) but not of significance.

• Informs zones near Sunnybrand; some
synergy with noise issue. Residential zone
would be inappropriate.
• Industrial zone to be located adjacent to
Sunnybrand, using spatial separation
buffer to mitigate potential odour impacts
on residential areas further to the east.

Archaeology:
• Consultation with the local Aboriginal
community has occurred in accordance with
DECCW protocol.
• No archaeological deposit areas have been
identified in West Byron.
• Two areas require more detailed assessment,
consultation and consideration at master
planning stage.

• No impact on zoning system.
• Detailed consideration of specific sites will
be required at master planning stage.
Areas for future investigation to be
identified in preliminary DCP.
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How has this consideration informed the
proposed zoning system and other planning
controls?

Issue/report

• Key recommendation/s
Bushfire hazard:
• Hazard exists, predominantly at the southern
and eastern boundaries of the study area
• Development footprint and access
requirements need to be considered in future
master planning.
• Area at far south east is encroached by asset
protection zones, associated with areas of
sensitive habitat.

• Some synergy with ecologically significant
vegetation.
• Zone boundaries have been derived from
a combination of bushfire hazard and
other environmental factors.
• Proposed zoning system will
accommodate anticipated bushfire hazard
responses (perimeter roads, APZ’s etc).
• Detailed consideration of bushfire
planning requirements will be required at
master planning stage. Provisional
guidance provided in preliminary DCP.
Solutions must be in accordance with
Planning For Bushfire Protection.

Contamination:
• There is some contamination on the eastern
allotment (due to a motor wrecking operation
some decades ago) and on Belongil Fields
(probably due to the use of lead paint).
• Remediation depends on likely future land use
e.g. residential lot, road, park, bushland.

• No impact on zoning system.
• Some areas of interest require further
investigation and remediation.
Remediation requirements to be derived
from master planning and actioned at DA
stage.
• Areas of interest will be identified in the
preliminary DCP.

Flooding:
• Data modelling flaws identified in Council’s
Belongil Creek Flood Study; new flood model
developed
• West Byron contains low, medium and high
flood hazard areas (hazard being derived from
a combination of flood water depth and
velocity)
• Areas of similar hazard may have different
sensitivities to modification of the land form
• Flood model is accurate to within +/- 10mm.
In that context the impact of the proposed
development footprint on flood behaviour is
immeasurable.
• Flood modelling indicates that additional
developable area is available at the east of the
site
• There is high flood hazard at northeast of site,
especially near bridge over Belongil Creek
• Filling of low and medium flood hazard areas

• Zone boundaries have been derived from
flood constraints around the edges of the
site. Higher flood sensitivity has been
identified at the northeast and east of the
study area.
• Synergy with other constraining factors at
the northeast of the study area: existing
infrastructure, vegetation, topography,
acid sulfate soils. These factors strongly
influence the location of the eastern
access intersection.
• A potentially developable area at the east
intrudes into an area of land identified as
being suitable for koala habitat
revegetation area. The ecological benefits
are considered a higher priority in that
location.
• Minimum residential floor levels may be
achieved with slab-on-ground or with
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How has this consideration informed the
proposed zoning system and other planning
controls?

Issue/report

• Key recommendation/s
will have immeasurable impacts on flood
behaviour
• High flood hazard areas are generally to be
avoided, although modelling indicates low
sensitivity to filling of land on upstream parts
of the site
Flora & fauna:

pier-type construction. Further
consideration is required at master
planning and subdivision design stages.

• High conservation value vegetation on the site
and adjacent to the site
• Dissociated small areas of native vegetation
and habitat are not ecologically viable.
Compensatory habitat to be provided in
ecologically superior locations, generally
around the edge of the site.
• There are wildlife corridors in the region, and
the site itself has a role in wildlife movement.
Wildlife movement should be encouraged
away from urban areas by judicious riparian
revegetation along Belongil Creek and
estuarine wetlands.
• Revegetation of land around the edge of the
urban area will have net environmental
benefits.

• Viable areas of significant vegetation are
to be conserved in open space zones.
• Land identified for compensatory habitat
and revegetation to be zoned for
conservation.
• Isolated native trees may be ecologically
significant (e.g. fig trees) but the zoning
system is not an effective means of
protection. These trees need to be
preserved in the master planning and
development control stages and located
on land dedicated to the public e.g. parks,
road reserves, drainage reserves.
• Provisional guidance will be provided in
the preliminary DCP.
• Grid street environment to minimise
entrapment of wildlife in urban areas.
Further consideration of urban
permeability is required at master
planning stage.
• Core koala habitat tree species are
retained in areas zoned for conservation
or public open space.
• The presence and migratory patterns of
Koalas has informed the location and
connectivity of environmental zones
within and adjacent to the urban area,
particularly land at the east and southeast
of the site.
• Revegetation regime for compensatory
habitat areas should include koala food
trees. Details to be developed in
association with future master plan.

• Koalas have been recorded on the site. Area
and numbers are too small for viable resident
population. Individuals are probably migrating
through the site to areas at the north and
south.
• Core habitat tree species have been identified
on the site (Swamp mahogany).
• Interaction between koalas and urban
development should be minimised.

Geotechnical capability:
• No soft soils.
• No peat.
• Existing site material is suitable for use as fill

• No impact on zoning or development
controls. Australian Standards apply.
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How has this consideration informed the
proposed zoning system and other planning
controls?

Issue/report

• Key recommendation/s
material.
Marine ecology:
• Provide buffers to riparian areas
• Retain and enhance native vegetation
• Subject to adequate stormwater treatment
and disposal water quality leaving the site will
not be a threat to marine health
• Quality of water flowing from the industrial
estate is improving but still has high nutrient
content
• Controlled human access to the riparian
environment is superior to not providing any
access
• Controlled access points to Belongil Creek can
be provided at northeast and southeast
without adversely impacting marine ecology

• Informs location of environmental
conservation zones in riparian areas,
drainage lines, many of which contain
significant native vegetation.
• Revegetation will improve the riparian
environment and further protect water
quality and marine ecology.
• Environmental rehabilitation of the central
drain through the site will improve water
quality flowing to Belongil Creek.
• Land within urban zones can be used for
small stormwater systems in accordance
with “water sensitive urban design”
principles. It is not necessary or practical
to zone these areas separately. Further
consideration required at master planning
stage. Provisional guidance will be
provided in the preliminary DCP.

Mosquito hazard:
• Scientific trapping and assessment indicates
that there are non-hazardous species in the
locality
• Nuisance impacts on residential amenity can
be reduced by screening, managing outdoor
lighting

• No impact on zoning.
• Future development may require
management of mosquito hazard e.g.
screened outdoor areas. Further
consideration at master planning stage.
Provisional guidance will be provided in
preliminary DCP.

Retail support:
• Byron Bay Woolworths and Sunrise Beach IGA • The eastern neighbourhood node has
provide adequate supermarket floor area for
been located and sized to provide a
retail needs. West Byron residents will
neighbourhood shop and other
provide additional support to these existing
commercial activity.
centres.
• Zone to optimise population through
• Within West Byron, a retail node with frontage
combination of developable area, dwelling
to Ewingsdale Road would capture passing
diversity and density, building height.
trade and have greater retail viability but may • Details to be addressed in future master
compete with other centres, complicate traffic
plan.
movements and not be within walking
distance for West Byron residents. Outdoor
areas would not have good amenity due to
traffic noise.
• A shop central to the development would not
be exposed to passing trade but would be
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How has this consideration informed the
proposed zoning system and other planning
controls?

Issue/report

• Key recommendation/s
more centrally placed in the neighbourhood,
would help anchor the main street for other
commercial activity, would be within walking
distance for most residents and would have
low levels of traffic noise in open spaces.
• The site population should be maximised to
ensure a viable on-site neighbourhood store
and other commercial support.
Visual impact:
• There is potential for adverse impact when
viewed from Ewingsdale Road.
• Visual treatment is required for different
development scenarios along Ewingsdale
Road:
o Light industrial
o Mixed use
o Residential
o Tourism
o Open space
o Conservation
• The frontage of the site to Ewingsdale Road
requires diverse visual treatments.
• The main drain should be rehabilitated and
made a feature of the development.
• Structures or works to mitigate noise impacts
will require design and treatment to prevent
adverse visual impacts.
Traffic & transport:

•

• Some assumptions and outcomes in Council’s
MR545 Strategic Study are questioned, e.g.:
o Allowance for growth in the Byron Bay
town centre and elsewhere.
o Traffic volumes at the site frontage (i.e.
between roundabouts).
• RTA requires controlled access intersections to
the site.
• Avoid putting too much load on the Bayshore
Drive intersection, to avoid the need for traffic
lights.
• Two main intersections, each with two-lane
roundabouts will have the capacity to manage
traffic volumes.
• Byron Bay bypass, mini-bypass and other
improvements are already required.
• Maximise walkability within the settlement.

• Proposed zones and internal road network
will avoid overloading any one
intersection.
• Provisional guidance for internal road and
cycle network will be provided in
preliminary DCP.

•

•

•

More of a design issue than a zoning
issue; no direct impact on zoning system.
Open space area near Ewingsdale Road,
adjacent to drainage reserve, is partly for
visual relief and diversity.
Master plan to address:
o Diverse visual treatments along
Ewingsdale Road.
o Modifications to the main drain.
o View corridors to Cape Byron
lighthouse, Mount Warning,
bushland and hinterland/escarpment.
Provisional guidance will be provided in
preliminary DCP.
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How has this consideration informed the
proposed zoning system and other planning
controls?

Issue/report

• Key recommendation/s
• Connect to existing cycleways near the site.
• Provide pedestrian & cycle access across
Ewingsdale Road.
Urban Design:
• Site utilisation should be informed by sitespecific environmental, social and economic
studies (see SSS study) and contemporary
urban design guidelines.
• The study area is big enough to create a
complete self-contained neighbourhood.
• The study area will consolidate the West
Byron sub-region incorporating the A&I Estate,
Sunrise Beach residential area and shopping
centre, and the regional sportsfields.
• Create a centre and focal area/s.
• Make it walkable – a high proportion of
population within about 400 metres of
facilities and services.
• Belongil Creek will have amenity values for
residents.
• The site has many opportunities for
resident/environment interaction.
• Respond to topography and environmental
conditions.
• Use perimeter roads to define the settlement
and provide buffers for bushfire hazard and
for environmental protection.
• Locate active open space in highly visible
“community-owned” location/s.
• Use a grid street pattern.
• Provide rear lane access for small lots (avoid
garages dominating the streetscape and
vehicle movements conflicting with pedestrian
movements.
Social impact:

• The proposed zoning system was
developed using a design-based
(integrative) approach rather than the
more simplistic constraints-based
approach.

• Provide retail services and facilities on-site.
• Provide active open space near the centre.
• Provide a bus route through the site, within
walking distance to most dwellings.
• Provide employment opportunities.
• Influence housing affordability through:
o Small lots;
o Small dwellings (as per DoP study and ABS
indicators);

• Zone large open space areas.
• Choose zones that allow diverse types of
housing in residential areas.
• Master plan will be required to provide
detail of how housing diversity and
densities will be achieved, and other
design aspects.
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How has this consideration informed the
proposed zoning system and other planning
controls?

Issue/report

• Key recommendation/s
o Diverse (availability of choice in) housing
type and size including attached (terrace)
houses, secondary dwellings, adaptable
housing;
o Reduced car dependence (walkabile
community, proximity to employment,
cycleways, public transport).
Planning:
• Meet or exceed SSS study specifications.
• Numerous local, regional and State planning
strategies and urban design guidelines inform
the process (refer to SSS report for details).
• All indicators (statistics, reports, analysis)
point to strong demand for additional housing
stock; strong indications of a need for diverse
dwelling types.
• Comparison of median prices and median
income indicates demand for small lots and
small dwellings (i.e. a lower land component
in the purchase price).
• Gradual long term decline in household
occupancy rates.
• Demand for additional seniors living
accommodation.
• Plan for community resilience and self
sufficiency:
o reduced car dependence
o walkable community with ‘somewhere to
walk to’ – its own retail services and
recreation
o accessible open spaces
o public transport route
o adaptable housing
• Balance ecological, social and economic
factors:
o Conservation of significant areas of
vegetation; provide compensatory habitat
and other environmental improvements on
the site
o Localise social support mechanisms
(services, opportunity for communitybuilding)
o Optimise use of developable land as a
scarce resource

• SSS study requirements have been
satisfied, and exceeded, by applying an
urban design process to integrate diverse
constraints and opportunities at the
zoning stage.
• The proposed zoning system balances
social, economic and ecological factors
and ensures a robust framework for future
master planning.
• Zoning system will be as per Standard
Instrument.
• Zone to conserve significant habitat and
regeneration areas.
• Zone to avoid land use conflict:
o light industrial next to Sunnybrand
o transitional mixed use zone between
light industry and residential
• Zone to facilitate employment:
o light industry
o live-work area
o home-based businesses
• Zone for mixed uses (e.g. shop top
housing, live/work areas) rather than
segregated uses in the centres.
• Zone open space areas:
o neighbourhood centre park
o drain/adjacent to Ewingsdale Road
• Building height control is consistent with
current and proposed Byron LEP.
• A preliminary DCP has been prepared in
conjunction with SSS (rezoning) study to
formalise the frame of reference for future
master planning of urban development
and land management.
• A detailed DCP, based on a master plan, is
required prior to development, as per
Standard Instrument Model Clause 6.3.
The detailed DCP should include planning
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How has this consideration informed the
proposed zoning system and other planning
controls?

Issue/report

• Key recommendation/s

controls for:
o Density of development
o Building street setbacks in different
locations, generally consistent with
the NSW Housing Code
o Traffic noise abatement measures in
certain locations
o Infrastructure staging and other
requirements, as per the Standard
Instrument model clause
• Seniors living developments have their
own legislation and design guidelines, and
will be assessed on their merits at DA
stage.

Indicative Zoning and Structure:
The urban structure of West Byron was developed by integrating social, economic and
environmental indications from a variety of sources. Several urban structure options were
considered along the way – these are outlined in the Urban Design Rationale component of the SSS
study.
The preferred urban structure is illustrated on the following plan. The urban structure informs and
closely relates to the land use zones and other planning provisions.
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Element: Desired Future Character Statement
Note: This is a plain English statement of the desired character of the settlement. It is written in the
present tense, so as to describe the character of the settlement as having been achieved over a
period of 20 years or more. As with other parts of this DCP, this desired future character statement
may be superseded by a more detailed statement as a result of more detailed master planning at a
later date. Development proposals, in addition to being consistent with the various development
control elements, need to support the attainment of the desired future character of the settlement.
West Byron “works” in several different geographic contexts:
1. As a village settlement in its own right, with its own facilities and services to satisfy daily
economic and social needs.
2. As a consolidation of the local sub-region, which includes the Arts and Industrial Estate, the
Sunrise Beach residential area, the School of Audio Engineering, the Byron Regional Sports
and Cultural Centre, and the “North Beach” tourism development.
3. As an urban expansion of Byron Bay.
4. As a new settlement in Byron Shire, and in the Far North Coast of NSW.
As a village, West Byron contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People of diverse age groups;
Diverse household types including single people, share houses, adaptable housing, and the
diverse family arrangements and groups that Byron shire is well known for;
A wide range of housing types to suit diverse needs and budgets;
A mixture of land uses, not only residential housing;
A recognisable village centre with shops and a main street;
A walkable layout with streets and lanes that provides choice for social and economic travel
paths;
Parks, open spaces and playgrounds;
Opportunities to appreciate the natural environment.

West Byron reflects the integration of human habitat and natural habitat that Byron Bay is
renowned for, with strong community connections and conservation goals.
Interaction with nature:
Many native trees are conserved on public land, providing shade for public parks and playgrounds.
Bushland is accessible and is managed to control mosquito habitat and bushfire hazard.
Perimeter roads define the edge of the village, separating urban activity from the sensitive natural
environment. This arrangement makes natural areas highly visible to the community, and prevents
dumping of rubbish and garden clippings “over the back fence,” and also prevents encroachments
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and “privatisation” of natural areas. The perimeter roads provide access for land management and
bushfire control, and shared cycleways and paths around the edge of the settlement provide
recreation and public appreciation of natural areas.
Riparian areas along Belongil Creek have been rehabilitated and revegetated to improve habitat and
wildlife corridors. Public enjoyment of Belongil Creek is enabled through the use of carefully located
boardwalks and facilities. There is a small park and a facility for launching canoes into Belongil Creek
at the northeast of the village, enabling people to paddle to the beach or just for general enjoyment.
Reserves and parks contain many food-bearing trees, many of which are native species.
Street lighting, traffic calming, and advisory signage raise public awareness of wildlife movement in
the area.
Designed for diversity:
The residential centre of the village is located on the main street in the eastern activity node. It is
identified by its small general store and shops, a large public park, a concentration of higher density
housing on small lots and other medium density development.
The community park provides a variety of recreational activities, such as tennis courts and
playgrounds. A bus stop is located close to the park, so this area is a focus for activity and
movement.
A connector road runs through the site, joining the main intersections to Ewingsdale Road at the
east and west of the village. The connector road forms the main streets of the village centre at the
east and the mixed use live/work area at the west. In between, it provides a long frontage to the
central park so that the park is highly visible and well known to the local community. This provides a
sense of familiarity and ownership, and safety for the users. There is extensive on-street parking
along the street frontage of the park. The connector road has pedestrian and cycle paths along its
entire length, as well as bus stops. It connects the different functional areas of the settlement, and
is within walking distance of most residents.
Streets and lanes in residential areas are designed in a grid pattern to provide maximum
opportunities for walking and driving throughout West Byron.
There are diverse types of housing including terrace houses, apartments, duplexes and conventional
detached dwellings. Terrace houses and other small lots have pedestrian pathways at their street
frontage, and rear lane access for cars. This avoids conflict between cars and pedestrians, and
avoids the streetscape being dominated by garages.
Small rental dwellings appear in many forms and are adapted to diverse purposes, including small
rental units or as retreats for family members such as parents or students, or as home offices. Overgarage “Fonzie flats” are common, particularly in rear lanes.
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Some buildings have partial basement levels or mezzanine loft levels, or both, but the visual
impression is of no more than two storeys.
Employment:
An “arts and industry” area at the western end of West Byron extends on the Arts and Industry
estate to the north of Ewingsdale Road, particularly the area west of Bayshore Drive. It is occupied
by low-key employment generating activities that do not impact on residential amenity, such as
computer repairs and offices. The more industrial activities like panel beaters are unlikely to be
found here.
Home-based businesses are scattered throughout West Byron. On-street parking is readily available
for employees and customers. The use of home-based business activity is concentrated along
Ewingsdale Road uses building as a sound barrier to living areas further to the south.
Tourist accommodation is provided in diverse forms, capitalising on the attractions and advantages
of the location including views to wetlands and the rural hinterland, or with easy access from
Ewingsdale Road.
Walkability and connectivity:
Dependence on cars is reduced by the availability of neighbourhood shops and employment within
walking distance of the majority of residents.
There is an extensive network of paths and cycleways, and the street and lane network is safe for
pedestrians and bicycles. A cycleway extends along the entire Ewingsdale Road frontage of the
village and in front of the Sunnybrand Chickens site, so that it is possible to cycle from Ewingsdale to
Byron Bay without having to cross Ewingsdale Road.
There are several designated pedestrian crossing points over Ewingsdale Road. These provide safe
pedestrian and cycle access to northern destinations such as the Arts and Industry Estate, the SAE,
the Sunrise Beach shops, the sportsfields and the beach.
The central watercourse:
The drainage reserve through the site has been modified to look like a natural stream and has
become a feature of the village. The banks have gentle slopes and natural vegetation. Vegetation
shades the water, helping to reduce its temperature and control weed growth. Streets, lanes and
pathways alongside the drain provide access for occasional maintenance, to ensure the watercourse
continues to provide flood drainage from the industrial estate to the north. The stream is a highly
visible part of the public domain; this encourages community awareness of its environmental health
and its flood drainage function.
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Element: Infrastructure planning – access to Ewingsdale Road
Objective: a safe and effective traffic network.
Performance criteria:
•

•
•
•

Access to the West Byron urban land release area from Ewingsdale Road should be
controlled via two main access roundabouts at the locations shown on the plan i.e. the
intersection of Bayshore Drive and Ewingsdale Road, and at the existing access to the School
of Audio Engineering.
The intersection of Melaleuca Drive and Ewingsdale Road should be closed to traffic when
appropriate alternative arrangements are in place.
The existing accesses to Belongil Fields and the land between Belongil Fields and Belongil
Creek, should be closed to traffic when appropriate alternative arrangements are in place.
Access to Ewingsdale Road should be restricted, so that residential traffic is managed by the
two main access roundabouts. Restriction of access should not occur without adequate
alternative access being provided to affected properties.

Prescriptive criteria: Intersection roundabouts are to be constructed at the locations shown on the
plan above, in accordance with the timeframe required by the Roads and Traffic Authority or prior to
the release of a Subdivision Certificate to create residential lots.
Note: as is conventional practice, the constraint on subdivision does not restrict boundary adjustment
between existing lots or subdivision for public purposes.
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Element: Infrastructure planning – cycleways
Objectives:
• To support a healthy lifestyle;
• To support high levels of walking and cycle use by residents, and high levels of social and
economic connectivity within West Byron;
• To improve the cycleway network in the locality;
• To facilitate pedestrian and cycle access by West Byron residents to social, recreational and
economic activities and opportunities in the locality.
Performance standard:
•

When preparing a master plan and detailed development controls, reference should be
made to contemporary guidance for cycleway planning including:
• Heart Foundation publication “Healthy By Design: a planners’ guide to environments for
active living”
• Premier’s Council for Healthy Living

•

A network of cycleways and shared paths is to be incorporated in subdivision and road
design, generally in accordance with the following diagram, and including:
• Along the frontage of the site on the south side of Ewingsdale Road, connecting with
existing cycleways. This will require extension of cycleway along the frontage of the
Sunnybrand Chickens site.
• Crossings over Ewingsdale Road, at locations to be decided
• Both sides of main entry roads (main streets) at both roundabouts
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Element: Infrastructure planning – on-street car parking
Objective:
•
•
•
•

To support economic activity in West Byron.
To ensure that car parking is conveniently available.
To support main-street activity.
To support multi-purpose trips.

Performance standard:
•
•
•
•

•

Extensive on-street parking is to be provided in the main streets. Road carriageway widths
will need to be designed accordingly to ensure safe and efficient two way traffic flow.
Streets in the western live-work precinct should be designed to accommodate on-street
parking for employees, visitors and customers of home businesses.
Precincts designed to support home-based businesses (e.g. close to Ewingsdale Road) should
be designed to provide on-street parking for at least 2 vehicles at the frontage of all lots.
Development applications for dwellings that incorporate home businesses should provide
one additional car space on site for employees and/or clients, in addition to any car parking
requirements for the dwelling.
Refer to urban design guidelines (e.g. NSW Coastal Design Guidelines; North Coast Urban
Design Guidelines; Next Generation Planning handbook) regarding on-street parking.
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Element: Infrastructure planning – water main
Objective:
• to ensure long term security of land tenure and access by public authorities for maintenance
of the water main.
Performance standard: subdivision layout and infrastructure planning should ensure that the water
main located on the following diagram is located on public land such as a road reserve. The land is
east and southeast of Belongil Fields)

The area shown in the above plan is at the southeast of the study area:
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Element: Infrastructure planning – telecommunication
Objective:
•

To support high levels of internet-based activity in the West Byron development.

Performance standard:
•

Developers of subdivisions and buildings will take reasonable measures to facilitate the
provision of high-speed broadband telecommunications infrastructure to all allotments and
premises in West Byron including residential, commercial, light industrial and tourism
developments.

Prescriptive standard: not applicable. Note: prescriptive standards are not appropriate as the
provision of telecommunications services depends on the policies of infrastructure providers and on
government initiatives and programs. Consideration should be given to a whole-of-precinct
approach, as the larger scale of development may be eligible for higher capacity infrastructure).
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Element: Infrastructure planning – development rollout
Objective:
•
•

To ensure that access and services are available to all properties.
To encourage a whole-of-precinct approach to issues that may not be appropriate to deal
with on a property-by-property basis.

Prescriptive standard:
•

•

•

Prior to development occurring, arrangements must be put in place that will allow
landowners to lawfully undertake works on future public land or on land identified as
providing environmental offsets for development on other land. Such works may include:
o Establishment and maintenance of compensatory habitat
o Preparation and embellishment of open space
Prior to development occurring, arrangements must be put in place that will allow
landowners to lawfully undertake works on their land, or on other land, necessary for the
development of their land. Such works may include:
o road construction;
o water services;
o sewer services;
o telecommunications;
o drainage;
o any other matter than may affect the development of land.
Arrangements may include:
o binding agreements that run with the land (to avoid lapsing if there is a change of
ownership);
o rights of way registered on land titles.
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Element: Urban sustainability – minimum development density
Objective:
• To ensure sufficient population to support viable neighbourhood shops and services
• To avoid underutilisation of open space areas
• To reduce the need for West Byron residents to drive to other locations for daily needs
• To maximise the proportion of population within walking distance of shops and facilities
• To achieve diversity in the type of dwellings, particularly small dwellings
Performance criteria:
• Higher development densities will need support from higher standards of public movement
infrastructure, including the number and widths of footpaths and cycleways and on-street
parking in busy areas.
• Walkability and reduced reliance on cars will be assisted by locating higher residential
densities within a few minutes’ walking distance (about 400 metres) of the neighbourhood
centre and main bus route.
Prescriptive criteria:
•

The subdivision and development types in West Byron should be designed to achieve gross
residential densities of:
o 17 dwellings per hectare in general residential areas (Zone R1). The density may
range between 12/ha at the fringes to 30/ha or more close to the centre;
o at least 25 dwellings per hectare in the Neighbourhood Centre (Zone B1) at the east;
o at least 12 dwellings per hectare in the Mixed Use area (Zone B4) at the west.

Note: “Gross residential density” includes all dwellings, streets and lanes in the general urban fabric,
but does not include large tracts of open space and bushland. It is a measure of the number of
dwellings, not the number of allotments. Refer to published planning and urban design guidelines.
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Element: Urban sustainability – staging of development
Objective:
•
•
•

Efficient infrastructure
Diverse housing supply
Early development of employment opportunities

Performance standard:
•
•

The master plan and detailed DCP should give consideration to the need for development
staging.
Consideration of the need to stage urban development should consider the implications for
the development of central infrastructure such as the main connector road. Note: Early
development of the main road would establish a “spine” from which development could
branch out. However this is not the only option; other scenarios may need to be explored as
part of the investigation of a staging program.

Note: Staging can assist with infrastructure planning, but so can a master plan that sets out the
future development scenarios for different parts of the site. West Byron is not a homogenous
residential land release – it will contain different types of residential development, as well as light
industrial, mixed use, and live/work development, and active and passive open space. Staging of
development may:
• unnecessarily constrain the diversity of housing available in West Byron at any one time, and
thus constrain the development of a diverse and sustainable community;
• hinder the development of seniors living developments;
• reduce competition for land development, and thus influence land pricing;
• complicate a system that is highly susceptible to market conditions and the timing of, and
access to, financial resources to undertake development.
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Element: Urban sustainability – community initiatives
Objective:
• To create a supportive environment for the development of community-based sustainability
initiatives.
Performance standard:
•

Prior to preparing a detailed master plan, or detailed planning controls, or plans of
management for open space, a précis of local and broader sustainability initiatives relevant
to spatial planning should be prepared. Examples:
o

o

Intentional communities – planning controls should allow for developments with
shared facilities e.g. ‘shared back yards’ and lanes for community gardens under
community or strata title. These communities can add diversity and identity to the
neighbourhood. It could require a development of smaller-than-average individual
lots with shared community areas;
Transition towns – community-based responses to peak oil, peak phosphorus etc.
may increase emphasis on facilities and services provided on public land.
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Element: Urban sustainability – diverse community
Objective:
• To support a wide range of demographic groups
• Design for elderly
• Design for youth
• Design for mobility and accessibility (kerb crossings etc.)
• Design for meeting places (local shop, parks, playgrounds)
Performance standard: Master planning, development design and open space planning should refer
to design guidelines for specific demographic groups and mobility needs, including:
•
•
•
•

“Urban Design with Young People in Mind” September, Dept Urban Affairs & Planning, 1999
Designing for accessibility – street/road crossings etc (young children, prams, seniors with
limited mobility, etc.);
Infill design guidelines for independent seniors living.
Far North Coast Residential Submarket Analysis, Department of Planning, 2008
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Element: Urban sustainability – activated open space
Objective:
• To provide recreational facilities within West Byron commensurate with the needs of the
local population
• To encourage early community use of open space, particularly the central park area
• To reduce the need for West Byron residents to travel to activities
• To support young families and community development generally, by early introduction of
recreational facilities and services
• To ensure that the central park is highly visible and accessible to the local community
Performance standard:
•

•
•
•
•

Open space areas should be activated by installation of facilities and infrastructure, as may
be negotiated with Council open space managers and informed stakeholders such as the
Byron Bay Sports Association.
Consideration should be given to construction of facilities by the subdivision developer to
ensure provision of facilities, rather than Section 94 contributions to a broader catchment.
The central park area should be dedicated to Council prior to residential development
occurring.
Consideration should be given to construction of public toilets and a bus stop in the central
park, close to the Neighbourhood Centre, in the first stages of the development process.
On-street parking should be provided along the majority of the street frontage of the park.

Prescriptive standard:
• The central park must have extensive frontage to the main street through the village, as
exemplified in the following plan.
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Diagram showing extensive street frontage to central park (shown in yellow):

The park is at the centre of the site:
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Element: Urban sustainability – urban agriculture
Objective: To provide opportunities for individuals or community groups to grow food on public
land.
Performance standard:
• Planning of public open spaces should ensure that opportunities are provided for future
urban agriculture and food growing. The governance of these spaces may not be resolved
until some time after the area is established, which is appropriate as the new community
will have a say in the matter.
• Land management schemes for urban agriculture land should be established prior to public
land being used for food growing to ensure an equitable, transparent process in terms of:
o Rights to access and use the land (does a user or leaseholder have to be a resident of
West Byron? What conditions, if any, apply?);
o Tenure (how are access rights secured? What is an appropriate level or duration of
security of tenure?);
o What type of on-site facilities will be allowed (garden sheds? Inter-allotment
fencing?).
• Refer to existing Council community garden schemes and “food sensitive planning”
guidelines.
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Element: Environmental interaction – Aboriginal cultural heritage
Objective:
• To protect Aboriginal cultural heritage in West Byron;
• To flag the need for additional assessment at a later stage of the planning process.
Prescriptive criteria:
• Refer to the cultural heritage assessment component of the SSS study by J Collins, 2010, for
background and recommendations.
• The need for additional site-specific assessment of Aboriginal cultural heritage should be
considered at the time of preparing a master plan and detailed DCP for the site, with specific
reference to areas shown on the plan (see following page), namely:
o the two midden scatters at the northeast of the site;
o the strip of land at the southeast of the site.
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Areas for further investigation of Aboriginal cultural heritage:

In context:

Note: Consideration of heritage values may influence the land uses occurring at specific locations,
although the affected areas of land may be too small to zone separately.
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Element: Environmental interaction – access to Belongil Creek
Objective:
• To facilitate water-based recreation for the residents of the locality.
• To provide facilitate enjoyment of the foreshore and scenic amenity for the residents of the
locality.
• To accord with SEPP 71 and the NSW Coastal Design Guidelines regarding provision of public
access to coastal foreshores.
• To protect the majority of the riparian areas of Belongil Creek from human disturbance.
A riparian boardwalk (for illustration purposes only):

Source: S Murray.

Prescriptive standard:
•
•

•

Public access paths between public streets and Belongil Creek and associated waterways
should be constructed at the two points indicated on the following plan.
Public recreation facilities should be constructed at the access points; a canoe launching
facility should be constructed at the northern access point. Note: Construction of these
embellishments should be credited against Section 94 contributions for open space
embellishment.
Access trails and facilities are to be accessible to the general public.
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Locations for controlled access to Belongil Creek:
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Element: Environmental interaction – groundwater
Objective:
• To raise awareness of the high water table on the site.
Performance standard:
•

Master planning including subdivision layout, stormwater treatment, infiltration and
drainage planning will need to consider impacts on and from the water table across the site.

Note: The NSW Office of Water has a range of relevant policies and strategies for protection of
groundwater resources.
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Element: Environmental interaction – stormwater
Objective: To maximise the advantages, and minimise adverse impacts, of rain water and
stormwater runoff.
Prescriptive standard: Refer to the Water & Carbon SSS study report. Conclusions of this
assessment were as follows:
•

Large tanks with 100% of the roof area connected to the tank best satisfy in-house demand
for all uses except the potable uses of drinking and cooking.

•

A number of treatment train configurations can be used to achieve a range of flow and
pollutant reductions that accord with orthodox water management targets associated with
development.

•

A reuse pond could be incorporated to harvest stormwater onsite for irrigation of public open
space.

•

An integrated treatment train could incorporate rainwater tanks, vegetated swales,
stormwater treatment wetlands, possibly bioretention, a pond for irrigation of public open
space, and infiltration systems for the discharge of treated stormwater flows.

•

The inclusion of infiltration systems at the end of treatment trains allows for predevelopment flows off the site to be simulated.

•

Cost of treatment trains increases with complexity; final choice of treatment trains will be
made based on a range of factors.

•

A decentralised approach to water management is more consistent with WSUD practices and
should be assessed in the next design stages.

•

Flows off the site post-development can be controlled through the implementation of WSUD
to simulate pre-development conditions.

And:
• Modelling indicated that the installation of rain tanks to supply indoor (non-potable) and
garden demand, and the installation of swales, wetlands and infiltration systems resulted in
the most effective treatment train combination of elements. No offsite water supply (such as
treated wastewater) is needed to meet the majority of household demand for non-potable
water. A relatively small pond storage would effectively supply treated stormwater for open
space irrigation. The inclusion of infiltration systems following treatment allows for postdevelopment runoff patterns to approximate those in the pre-development situation.
• Vegetated swales should be a preferred water conveyance system where practical and cost
savings may be gained in reduced pipe installation. Wetlands offer the best way of
integrating surrounding biodiversity with site biodiversity, and "Bioretention" systems are
suitable for areas that are constrained by existing drainage features that may be retained on
the site and where there is sufficient fall in the land to allow for this type of facility (usually
one meter or more).
• It is preferable to locate bioretention and wetland systems at higher elevations to use gravity
to drive stormwater treatment. Larger systems will generally be more suited to the sloping
zone between high and low elevations, from about 3m AHD down to about 1.2m AHD.
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Figure 2 (Water & Carbon 2011): Vegetated swales (at grade crossing) (Melbourne Water, 2005)

Figure 3 (Water & Carbon 2011): Vegetated swales (Elevated crossings, check dams) (Melbourne
Water, 2005)
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Figure 5: Typical bioretention system (Water & Carbon 2011)

Figure 6: Bioretention basin example (Water & Carbon 2011)
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Table 3 (Water & Carbon 2011): A summary of WSUD elements, their function and suitability for
application at the West Byron site (options for stormwater retention and treatment areas are
illustrated in following diagram).
WSUD element

Function

Suitability for West
Byron

Rationale

Rainwater tanks

Stormwater retention and
reduction of potable
demand

Highly suitable and
supported by a
number of rebates

Low cost good quality water for
non potable use; reduces
runoff

Vegetated swales

Stormwater conveyance
and some treatment

Highly suitable

Appropriate water conveyance
mechanism applicable to the
site

Stormwater treatment

Not suitable

High capital and maintenance
cost and can be replaced by
community education
programs

Stormwater retention and
treatment

Yes

Good treatment performance
and moderate integration with
local ecosystems

Stormwater treatment

Not suitable

Less treatment, poor
integration with local
ecosystems and high
maintenance cost

Stormwater retention and
treatment

Highly suitable

Good treatment performance
and good integration with local
ecosystems

Stormwater discharge

Highly suitable

Allow for maintenance of
groundwater flows with
treated stormwater

Stormwater treatment and
conveyance

Possible

Facilitates groundwater
recharge

Stormwater storage

Yes

Reduces demand for potable
supply

Stormwater conveyance,
treatment and retention

Highly suitable

Optimises WSUD

Recycled water supply

Water supply

Possible

Higher cost and higher energy
requirements when compared
with rainwater tanks

Greywater

Water supply

Possible

Higher cost and higher energy
requirements when compared
with rainwater tanks

Not suitable

High maintenance, high energy
requiring complex system and
unsuitable aquifer system

Gross pollutant traps

Bioretention

Sand filter

Constructed wetlands

Infiltration systems

Porous pavement

Onsite stormwater storage

Treatment trains

Aquifer storage and
recharge

Water supply
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Option 1: the conventional water management approach, with pipes and centralised water treatment systems.
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Option 2: Potential locations of distributed treatment systems with no discharge to Industrial Estate Drain.
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Option 3: Treatment systems adjacent to the Industrial Estate drain with discharge to drain.
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Option 4: Centralised treatment systems.
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Option 5: Distributed treatment plus treatment of Industrial Estate first flush and reshape of the Industrial Estate drain
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Element: Environmental interaction – bush food on public land
Objective: To use food-bearing trees, shrubs and vegetation in street-tree planting and other public
areas.
Performance standards:
• Landscaping of public road reserves and parks should include suitable food-bearing trees
and shrubs.
• Food trees should be dispersed around the site and/or concentrated in multiple “nodes”.
• The possibility, and implications, of attracting flying foxes should be considered.
• Preference should be given to native species, particularly threatened flora species marked *
in the table:
Common name
Scrub cherry
Riberry
Blue lilly pilly
Beach Birds Eye
Silver Aspen
Hairy Psychotria
Midyim
Davidson Plum *
Smooth Davidson Plum *
Native Ginger
Macadamia *
Small-leaved Tamarind *
Peanut Tree
Finger Lime
Boppel Nut *
Bolwarra
Black apple
Figs

•

Botanical name
Syzygium austral
Syzygium leuhmannii
Syzygium oleosum
Acronychia imperforate
Acronychia wilcoxiana
Psychotria loniceroides
Austromyrtus dulcis
Davidsonia jerseyana
Davidsonia johnsonii
Alpinia caerulea, A. arundelliana
Macadamia tetraphylla
Diploglottis campbellii
Sterculia quadrifida
Citrus australasica
Hicksbeachia pinnatifolia
Eupomatia laurina
Pouteria australis
Ficus sp.

Ficus (fig) species may be planted on public land if there is adequate root protection and
barriers to prevent adverse impacts on infrastructure, drainage and housing.
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Element: Environmental interaction – conserving native vegetation
Note: this applies to vegetation not located in Conservation zones.
Objective:
• To conserve significant native vegetation where it exists in areas that are too small to be
separately zoned.
• To identify and protect areas where threatened species have been recorded.
• To protect habitat for rare bat species.
Prescriptive standard: Refer to flora and fauna assessments by LandPartners and Australian
Wetlands Consulting for guidance on specific species. Significant habitat should be retained as
undeveloped land and be designed to retain habitat values. Significant habitat identified in the SSS
study includes:
•

Five existing fig trees, as illustrated on the following plan. Master planning should ensure
that these trees are located on public land, in parks or reserves with appropriate protective
buffers or construction methods.

•

Wallum Froglet habitat pond west of Melaleuca Drive. Note: this is a small isolated area that
has been fenced to protect Wallum Froglet habitat. Superior habitat viability and
connectivity may be demonstrated by future planning of compensatory habitat. See plan on
following page. Note: “primary habitat” includes buffers; refer to AWC ecological
assessment for details.
Olongburra Frog habitat. As above; see plan on following page. Note: “primary habitat”
includes buffers; refer to AWC ecological assessment for details.

•
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Element: Environmental interaction – compensatory habitat
Objective:
• To achieve no net loss of native vegetation in West Byron.
• To compensate for tree and vegetation loss by replanting similar vegetation types elsewhere
in West Byron.
• To improve wildlife corridor functionality and riparian vegetation.
Prescriptive standard:
• Compensatory habitat should be provided for vegetation lost through development. Note:
there should be no assumption that all vegetation in urban zones or recreation zones will be
removed. Native vegetation in those areas will provide shade and amenity and will continue
to provide habitat value.
• A vegetation management plan for land identified in the following diagrams is to be
prepared prior to development occurring. The plan is to include:
o list of fauna for which habitat is being provided;
o long term ownership and management arrangements;
o goals, targets, species to be planted, planting density etc.;
o timeframes for establishment;
o any developer obligations e.g. maintenance period;
o any Council or State obligations e.g. acceptance of ownership after a certain period
of time or milestone achievement.
Note: the area at the centre/south of the site (the green triangular areas in the following diagram) is
suitable for expansion of habitat for the Wallum Froglet and other species:
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Three areas at the northeast, centre/east and southeast of the site are suitable for expansion of
riparian areas, and consolidation of wildlife corridor functions and koala habitat:
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Element: Environmental interaction – Koalas
Objective:
•

To minimise adverse impacts due to interaction of koalas and residential activity in West
Byron.

Performance standard:
• The majority of koala habitat trees should be located on public land.
• Appropriate lighting of public spaces, such as for street lights and open space (e.g. tennis
courts), should be provided in koala habitat areas.
Prescriptive standard: Development should not occur until a revegetation plan applying to areas
outside the urban footprint, including koala food trees and other habitat, has been prepared. (Refer
to element: compensatory habitat). Three areas at the northeast, centre/east and southeast of the
site have been identified as being suitable for expansion of riparian areas, consolidation of wildlife
corridor functions and koala habitat:
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Element: Environmental interaction – central watercourse

Objectives:
• To incorporate the main drain and drainage reserve into the urban fabric and community of
West Byron.
• To make the watercourse and associated drainage reserve an asset to the community and a
positive feature of the development.
• To discourage dumping of rubbish, garden clippings, weeds, etc. in the drainage reserve.
• To maintain and/or improve water quality in the watercourse.
• To provide access roads for maintenance of the watercourse by public authorities.
• To provide pedestrian access alongside the watercourse, connecting the residential area
with a central pedestrian & cycle crossing point over Ewingsdale Road.
Performance standards:
• Public access should be provided along the full length of the drainage reserve. In areas not
containing significant native vegetation, a street or lane should be provided alongside the
drain to ensure access for maintenance purposes and for public amenity, including
pedestrian and cycle usage.
• The proponent should consult with stakeholders and public authorities regarding the
viability and desirability of establishing vegetation on the north side of the drain as a means
of providing shade over the water body.
• Urban development should not preclude or hinder public access to, or along, the drain (for
example, privately owned lots should not back on to areas of bushland).
• Public access from urban areas to the drainage reserve should be provided at regular
intervals and integrated with the street & lane network, with appropriate signage.
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Prescriptive standard:
• Master planning should address the provision of public street or lane frontage along at least
one side of the drain, with environmentally sensitive alignment of access through or beside
areas of significant native vegetation (note: vegetation in proximity to dwellings requires
management of bush fire hazard and mosquito harbourage. Underscrubbing may create
opportunities for pathways between trees).
Note: The following diagram illustrates modification to the cross section of the drain from an
engineering perspective, to improve drainage and open space functions. Other solutions will be
developed as part of the master plan, with the benefit of input from specialists in ecology, urban
design, water quality, flooding, acid sulfate soils and others. As mentioned elsewhere in this DCP, it
is desirable to provide a trafficable road or shared carriageway alongside the drain for maintenance
and amenity purposes.
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Element: Built environment – urban design
Objective: To raise awareness of urban design principles and guidelines and their application in
future planning processes for West Byron.
Prescriptive criteria: Future master planning and detailed development controls for West Byron
should consider relevant urban design and planning guidelines including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

West Byron Urban Design Rationale – a component of the SSS study (Deicke Richards 2010);
NSW Coastal Design Guidelines (NSW Urban Design Advisory Service);
North Coast Urban Design Guidelines (NSW Urban Design Advisory Service);
Next Generation Planning handbook (Council of Mayors, SEQ);
Guidelines for Seniors Living (NSW Urban Design Advisory Service);
Planning Guide – Desired Future Character Statements, July 2009 (South Australian
Department of Planning and Local Government);
Liveable Neighbourhoods (Western Australian Planning Commission);
Designing with Young People in Mind (NSW Department of Urban Affairs & Planning);
Universal Design Principles for accessible dwellings (various sources);
Development Assessment Forum guidelines such as the “Draft Guide for Writing Objective
Rules and Tests in development assessment requirements” (DAF, March 2010).

Example of urban design guideline diagram, showing building setbacks, paths, parking, street, and
vegetation at the edge of an urban settlement:

Source: North Coast Urban Design Guidelines (p119)
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Element: Built environment – building design principles
Objective: to set a direction for the development of planning controls for buildings in the West Byron
land release area.
Performance standard: future master planning and detailed development controls should draw on
published design principles for development in a subtropical environment, including:
• North Coast Urban Design Guidelines;
• Design for Small Lots, NSW Urban Design Advisory Service;
• Solar passive design – “Warm House Cool House”;
• Detached House Principles, Centre for Subtropical Design, QUT;
• Liveable Neighbourhoods, WAPC;
• Next Generation Planning handbook.
Example (1) of house design principles (North Coast Urban Design Guidelines):
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Example (2) of house design principles (North Coast Urban Design Guidelines):

Example of subtropical design considerations for detached houses (from “Detached House
Principles”, Centre for Subtropical Design, QUT):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indoor-outdoor living – verandahs, courtyard, decks
Cross ventilation (large openings – doors, windows) to provide relief from heat and humidity and
reduce reliance on air conditioning
Solar access – capture light and sun’s warmth in winter
Views
Shaded window eaves
Insulation
Natural light
Local resources where possible
Small dwellings minimise waste
Sustainable building materials
Low embodied energy
Recycled materials
Garden as part of the house
Collect roof water
Water wise gardening – minimise irrigation losses
Biodiversity in gardens
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Element: Built environment – bushfire hazard
Objective:
• To ensure consideration of bushfire hazard allows opportunities to build in accordance with
required construction standards.
Performance standard:
•
•

Master planning should identify areas of urban development that will require building
construction to relevant bushfire construction standards.
Refer to the SSS study Bushfire Assessment for details, including the following calculations of
Asset Protection Zones required at West Byron:
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•
•

Refer to the Bushfire Attack Levels and building construction classes contained in “Planning
For Bushfire Protection”. Note requirements for Special Fire Protection Purposes.
Refer to the list of considerations contained in SEPP Codes Clause 3.36B Development
standards for bush fire prone land. Note: at time of writing, SEPP Codes Clause 3.36B (2):

(2) The development may be carried out on the lot only if:
(a) the development conforms to the specifications and requirements of the following that are
relevant to the development:
(i) Planning for Bush Fire Protection (ISBN 0 9751033 2 6) published by the NSW Rural Fire
Service in December 2006,
(ii) Addendum: Appendix 3 (ISBN 0 9751033 2 6, published by NSW Rural Fire Service in
2010) to Planning for Bush Fire Protection (ISBN 0 9751033 2 6),
(iii) if another document is prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of section 79BA of
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979—that document, and
(b) the part of the lot on which the development is to be carried out is not in bush fire attack level-40
(BAL-40) or the flame zone (BAL-FZ), and
(c) the lot has direct access to a public road or a road vested in or maintained by the council, and
(d) a reticulated water supply is connected to the lot, and
(e) a fire hydrant is located less than 60 metres from the location on the lot of the proposed
development, and
(f) mains electricity is connected to the lot, and
(g) reticulated or bottled gas on the lot is installed and maintained in accordance with AS/NZS
1596:2008, The storage and handling of LP Gas and the requirements of relevant authorities (metal
piping must be used), and
(h) any gas cylinders on the lot that are within 10m of a dwelling house:
(i) have the release valves directed away from the dwelling house, and
(ii) are enclosed on the hazard side of the installation, and
(iii) have metal connections to and from the cylinders, and
(i) there are no polymer sheathed flexible gas supply lines to gas meters adjacent to the dwelling.
Note. The requirements of AS 3959—2009, Construction of buildings in bushfire-prone areas set out
in the Building Code of Australia also apply.
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Indicative vegetation formations for bushfire planning purposes:
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Element: Built environment – acoustic impacts
Note: there is potential for development to have high visual impacts when viewed from Ewingsdale
Road. It is likely that traffic noise will require a combination of treatments including sound
mitigation structure/s, non-habitable uses within buildings, and structural treatments of buildings.
Objective:
• To mitigate the impacts of traffic noise and industrial noise on the amenity of dwellings and
the West Byron neighbourhood generally.
• To minimise the potential for adverse visual impacts from noise mitigation structures or
works.
• To minimise the potential for adverse visual impacts from noise attenuation devices.
Performance standard:
• Dwellings affected by traffic noise (as stipulated by Australian Standards) should be designed
and built to incorporate appropriate acoustic treatments. Note: this may require adaptation
of the NSW Housing Code to local circumstances. Adaptation of the Code is possible, subject
to approval by the Department of Planning.
• Consideration may be given to using the building mass to mitigate traffic noise using nonhabitable building uses such as home offices. Note: Non-habitable uses such as home offices
are likely to be more appropriate for buildings visible from Ewingsdale Road, compared to
utilitarian non-habitable uses such as garages and sheds. Refer to Element: Visual Impact.
• Dwellings on the “front row” facing Ewingsdale Road should be designed with nonresidential areas (such as home offices) at the north in order to meet acoustic standards for
residential dwellings.
• Building design treatments such as courtyards may be required in order to achieve solar
access to residential areas.
• The potential impacts of traffic noise should be taken into consideration when considering
the location and probable usage pattern of community facilities.
• Mitigation of visual impact to Ewingsdale Road should incorporate diverse landscape
treatments such as vegetation, paths and tracks, earth mounds, textured hard surfaces,
rock, etc. Plan/s should be prepared by a qualified landscape architect.
Prescriptive standard:
• Housing should not be built with garage doors facing Ewingsdale Road; this will result in an
undesirable visual impact. Where northern-most streets are located so that houses on the
south of the street are visible from Ewingsdale Road, subdivisions and houses should be
designed to have garages accessed via a lane or street at the south of the lots. Dual frontage
may be possible (house facing north to a street and Ewingsdale Road, with rear lane vehicle
access at the south).
• Refer to Element: Built environment – visual impact for diagrams and plans of visual impact
mitigation.
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Element: Built environment – visual impact
Objective: To avoid adverse visual impact of development when viewed from Ewingsdale Road
To prevent West Byron’s built environment, viewed from MR545, from being dominated by garages.
Performance standard:
• Land between Ewingsdale Road and residential development in West Byron should contain
diverse visual mitigation treatments and works including vegetated mounds.
Prescriptive standard:
• Acoustic structures (sound walls) should not be used without mitigation of visual impact by
landscaping and the use of visually regressive colours, materials and finishes on the
structure/s.
• Allotments and dwellings on the “front row” closest to Ewingsdale Road should be designed
with garages entering from a lane at the south of the lots, and building facades at the north
facing Ewingdale Road. Note: this does not preclude development of a street parallel to
Ewingsdale Road.
The following illustrations show several options for combined acoustic/visual treatment at different
locations along Ewingsdale Road. Other options may be possible:
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Plans of two options for combined acoustic/visual treatments are shown on following pages.
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An option for integrated solutions to visual impact, noise attenuation and urban design on land near the northern end of the drainage reserve:
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An option for integrated solutions to visual impact, noise attenuation and urban design on land near the eastern entry to West Byron (roundabout is at
existing access to SAE):
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Element: Built environment – minimum floor levels
Objective:
• to protect residential development from the impacts of flooding.
• to provide options for achieving minimum floor levels for residential development.
Note: a flood study was prepared as a component of the SSS study. For planning purposes, including
adopted a flood planning level based on the “100 year Annual Recurrence Interval design peak flood
level including a 10% increase in rainfall intensity, 0.90m sea level rise and a 0.5m freeboard
allowance” (BMT WBM flood impact assessment December 2010; a component of the West Byron
SSS study).
Performance standard:
•

Minimum floor levels for residential development in West Byron should be in accordance
with the flood planning levels established by the BMT WBM flood study for the site (see
Figure 1-1 on following page).

•

Master planning should consider alternative development and building construction
methods, such as pole frame construction, which do not rely on filling of land to achieve
building floor levels. The implications of such alternatives on the economic development of
land, and the exposure of residents to flood hazard, should also be considered.
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Element: Built environment – diverse types of housing
Objective:
•
•
•

To recognise the diverse housing needs of a diverse community.
To create diverse types of residential housing.
To limit homogenised (“one size fits all”) housing development.

Performance standard: West Byron should contain a highly diverse range of housing types, some of
which may be new to the area. Housing types include:
• Terrace/row house (attached dwellings on their own separate title; one or two storey);
• Attached housing (build then subdivide);
• Courtyard housing (L-shape, zero setback on one side);
• Detached housing (traditional/conventional);
• Integrated housing (subdivide lots with approved house plans; often under community title);
• Residential flat building (block of units or apartments, commonly strata titled);
• Villas (detached dwellings, commonly under community title or strata title);
• Secondary dwellings (small self-contained dwellings on the same title as a larger house; may
be attached to, or detached from, the main house; may be located over a garage (“Fonzie
flat”) or other building).
Refer to published guidelines for examples of diverse housing, e.g.:
• Landcom Housing Diversity Guide;
• Next Generation Planning handbook;
• Architectural publications.
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Example (1) from a housing diversity guideline:

Row (terrace) houses address the street. Footpaths and parallel parking at the front, with vehicle
access from a back lane.
Source: Next Generation Planning handbook.
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Example (2) from a housing diversity guideline:

A secondary dwelling over the garage (“Fonzie flat”) designed into the original construction.
Source: Landcom housing diversity guide.
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Element: Built environment – adaptable housing
Objective:
•
•
•

To recognise the diverse housing needs of a diverse community.
To create diverse types of residential housing.
To limit homogenised (“one size fits all”) housing development.

Performance standard: Some dwellings may be designed to adapt to diverse needs over the life
cycle of the building or its occupants. This may include provision of separate (dual key) access to
different living areas, which may be used as a parents or students retreat, or for rental
accommodation (similar to a ‘secondary dwelling’) or for homeowner accommodation with the
larger dwelling rented out.
Note: Council’s current Section 94 plan allows for contributions to be calculated on a per-bedroom
basis. This is appropriate for adaptable housing.
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Element: Built environment – minimum lot sizes
Objective:
• To implement contemporary urban design principles.
• To facilitate urban sustainability.
• To generate a local economy.
• To create a compact community.
• To facilitate complying development under the NSW Housing Code.
Performance standard:
• In general, minimum lot sizes should be smaller at the centre of the development – with its
facilities, services, open space and bus stops – and larger toward the edges.
• There is no minimum lot size for land in the commercially-oriented neighbourhood mode at the
east. This is to allow for the development of small main street shops and small (1 bedroom)
shop-top dwellings above. Such lots may be only a few metres wide (example: 6m x 30m =
180m2).
• Minimum lot sizes of 200m2 should be concentrated within approximately 400 metres of the
neighbourhood centre. This puts shops, parks and public transport within walking distance for a
large number of residents. This minimum lot size is consistent with the NSW Housing Code’s
requirements for complying development.
• Lot sizes smaller than 200m2 may be considered if this is the outcome of integrated multidwelling development that is constructed prior to subdivision.
• In areas with lot sizes smaller than 450m2, subdivision design should provide dual lot frontage so
that garages are accessed via laneways and the house addresses the street.
• There is insufficient evidence at this stage of the process to advocate a minimum lot size other
than 1,000m2 in the Light Industrial zone at the west. Master planning and other considerations
may suggest alternatives.
• Lot sizes in the Mixed Use (live/work) zone at the west will vary due to different design scenarios
and commercial requirements. Some live/work scenarios may be developed as detached
dwellings and studios on individual lots, whereas some may be developed as a single built form
under strata title, community title or Torrens title.
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Element: Built environment – small dwellings
Objective: to encourage construction of small (1 and 2 bedroom) dwellings.
Note: Macroplan sub-markets analysis for the Department of Planning, and advice from the
NSW Department of Housing, indicates there is substantial latent demand for small (1 and 2
bedroom) dwellings. Diverse building dimensions in a multi-unit development lead to higher
design and construction costs per unit which are counter to affordability. However this minor
additional initial cost is offset by the long term benefit of providing for diverse housing needs
and financial capabilities of the community, and it diversifies the market for investors
supporting the rental market. Diverse unit sizes also support diverse demography within any
one development, compared to the “one-type-of housing-fits-all” approach.
Performance standard:
•
•

•

Integrated developments may create small dwellings on small areas of land, and these may
be subdivided after construction.
Multi-dwelling housing such as attached housing (build then subdivide), integrated
development (subdivision with approved house plans on each lot) and residential flat
buildings should provide a proportion of 1 and 2 bedroom dwellings, at ratios to be
determined. Note: other jurisdictions have planning controls to encourage or mandate a
mixture of dwelling sizes in multi-dwelling developments)
Mechanisms to encourage secondary dwellings and adaptable housing at the time of
housing design and construction planning should be investigated prior to development
occurring. Retrofitting can be challenging.
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Element: Built environment – mobility and universal design
principles
Objective: to facilitate universal housing design.
Note: Byron Shire Council has resolved to incorporate Universal Housing Principles in the
shirewide DCP. These principles should be considered in the master planning and development
design for West Byron. The following definition of “universal design” is from the website
www.anuhd.org of the Australian Network for Universal Housing Design:
Universally designed housing: An approach to building homes and living spaces which:
1.
meet the needs of home occupants regardless of age or ability
2.
are capable of adapting to meet the changing needs of home occupants
3.
can be economically adapted to respond to the current and future needs of home
occupants
4.
are well integrated within the community

Performance standard: Refer to relevant guidelines and standards.
•

Multi-dwelling housing developments should include at least one dwelling designed for full
life-cycle needs, e.g.:
o Wide doors
o On a single level
o Ramps instead of steps

•

Mechanisms to encourage design and construction of adaptable housing should be
investigated prior to development occurring. Retrofitting can be challenging.
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Element: Built environment – lot orientation
Objective: Early identification of the likelihood that lot orientation will be a compromise between
the topography and drainage environmental attributes of the site, and optimum solar access.
Note: The NSW Land and Environment Court has established a “planning principle” for
subdivision design, as follows:
In assessing applications for residential subdivisions the Court places major emphasis
on the ease with which future dwellings with good solar access can be erected on the
proposed allotments. In general, this condition is best fulfilled when the side boundaries
of the majority of the allotments are on or near a north-south axis; however, there may
be other solutions. What is important is to think of the subdivision beyond the subdivision
stage and strive for a future residential area in which the great majority of dwellings can
achieve good solar access.
From: Wallis & Moore Pty Limited v Sutherland Shire Council [2006] NSWLEC 713
The “general” north-south condition referred to above is appropriate for detached housing on
larger lots. However, courtyard houses (typically L-shaped) will receive more solar access if
oriented east-west, whereas small lots for attached dwellings (terrace or row housing) may be
best oriented north-south to get longer exposure in core daylight hours. Lot orientation will
also be influenced by existing topography and prevailing wind directions (for ventilation).
Therefore, there are many circumstances in which a lot orientation other than north-south will
be appropriate.

Performance standard:
• Natural topography, drainage and vegetation in West Byron are generally aligned southeastnorthwest. If subdivision is aligned with topography, this may not be an optimum
orientation for solar access. If subdivision is aligned to meet solar access goals, this may not
be sympathetic to the natural topography and drainage of the site. Compromises will be
required.
• Master planning and subdivision design should address the relationship between lot size and
likely housing type.
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Element: Built environment – mosquito hazard
Objective: Minimise mosquito hazard to residents.
Performance criteria: Residential development should address the recommendations of the SSS
study mosquito risk assessment ((Department of Medical Entomology, University of Sydney &
Westmead Hospital). Considerations include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ventilation;
Fitting of insect screens;
Fit screens to water tanks;
Vegetation (habitat) management within urban areas;
Location, design and management of stormwater treatment systems;
Leaf guard on roof guttering.

Note: these are design and maintenance issues, rather than development control issues. Mechanisms
should be investigated to provide information to housing developers prior to development occurring.
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Element: Built environment – Housing Code
Note: The NSW Housing Code applies to all of Byron Shire and has higher authority than a DCP. The
Housing Code establishes rules for complying development. The following provisions will apply to
development that is not “complying development” in circumstances where the NSW Housing Code
does not apply.
Objectives:
• To apply development controls for use in circumstances where the NSW Housing Code does
not apply.
• To be consistent with the NSW Housing Code.
Performance standard:
•

•

•

The detailed DCP for the site, informed by master planning, should incorporate planning
controls for housing that is not complying development in accordance with the NSW Housing
Code.
Planning controls should support the Desired Future Character of West Byron. Generic
development controls applicable over the entire Shire are unlikely to facilitate a sustainable
or suitable urban settlement in West Byron.
Planning controls for single dwellings should be generally consistent with the NSW Housing
Code in terms of key design criteria such as setbacks to streets, lanes and lot boundaries,
building height etc. (refer to the following table).

Note: It may be appropriate to adopt the provisions of the Housing Code without amendment. In
effect, development applications would then need to justify variation/s to a local copy of the Code
rather than comply with a different set of controls. This question should be addressed in the process
of preparing the detailed DCP for the site.
The following Tables 5 and 6 are from the NSW Housing Code, for information purposes.
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Element: Built environment – floor space ratios and site coverage
Note: refer to the NSW Housing Code for complying development specifications for dwellings.
Objectives:
• To apply floor space ratios consistent with the NSW Housing Code and other provisions of
this DCP.
• To facilitate a sustainable built environment in West Byron.
Performance standard:
•
•

•
•

IN2 Light Industry FSR 1.0:1. No stipulation for site coverage. Frontage landscaping
requirements to apply.
B4 Mixed Use (live/work area) FSR and site coverage to be developed as an outcome of
master planning. Planning controls will need to facilitate commercially viable site usage for
light industrial activity, storage, vehicle movement and residential living. Alternatives to
maximum FSR should also be considered e.g. minimum landscaped area.
B1 Neighbourhood Centre: no FSR or site coverage limits apply. Built form to be derived
from other development controls.
Residential development:
o Detached housing and attached housing: FSR’s and site coverage to be as per the
NSW Housing Code.
o Integrated development may create lots smaller than 200m2 but FSR and site
coverage percentages are to be in accordance with the NSW Housing Code
specifications for 200m2 lots.
o Multi-dwelling housing (apartments, units): no FSR applies. Built form to be derived
from other development controls (building height, setbacks, landscaping, car parking
etc.).
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Element: Built environment – light industry
Objective: to expand the built form of the Byron Arts and Industry estate.
Note: the built form of the Byron Arts and Industry estate is informed by numerical planning controls,
but the architecture, design and colours are also the result of creative influences outside the planning
system. It is expected that creative influences will also manifest in West Byron.
Performance standard: Future master planning and detailed development controls should be aimed
at delivering a similar built form to the Byron Arts and Industry estate west of Bayshore Drive.
Note: Residential development is permissible in the light industry zone but is unlikely to be approved
inside the 2OU odour contour (see following plan). The 2OU contour indicates the approximate
threshold for adverse impacts on residential development due to odours generated by the adjacent
Sunnybrand Chickens operation. Sunnybrand Chickens has significantly improved its environmental
standards and may continue to do so.
2OU contour around Sunnybrand Chickens odour generation areas:

Source: PAE Holmes State Significant Site study.
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Element: Built environment – mixed use neighbourhood centre
Objective: To create a legible active focal area for the residential centre of the village.
Performance standard: Refer to SSS study Urban Design Rationale report. Master planning and
development controls for the eastern neighbourhood centre should facilitate:
• Small lots and small lot frontages, not dissimilar to those found in the main streets of other
regional towns and villages;
• A mixture of residential and retail/commercial uses, rather than segregated uses;
• Shop top housing;
• Rear lane access for vehicles;
• On-street parking;
• Walkability;
• Connectivity.
The following diagrams are examples of urban design guidance for mixed use development, taken
from the North Coast Urban Design Guidelines.
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NCUDG Figure 12.6 two-storey shop with ‘shop top’ dwelling – in plan view:

...and section view:
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Element: Built environment – live/work area
Objective: To create a mixed use environment comprising diverse small scale home industries and
on-site residential living, and retail sales from the premises.
Performance standard: It is expected that the development controls for the mixed use area will be
similar to those contained in DCP 20 for the nearby Bayshore Village development. Reference could
also be made to development controls and principles for the Rouse Hill mixed use area (Sydney Hills
District). Consideration will need to be given to:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Measures to ensure that both residential and light industrial land uses occur on each site,
rather than only one or the other (other zoned land is available for those who want a site
with only one type of activity).
Whether there is any point to limiting the floor area of work spaces (note: the conventional
50m2 often stipulated as the maximum floor area for “home industries” may be too
restrictive for some light industrial activities; in comparison, there is no limit on floor area of
individual units in the Arts and Industry Estate. The live/work scenarios favoured by
individuals are expected to be quite diverse and could include a large work space and 1
bedroom unit, or a relatively small work space with a large dwelling).
Section 94 contributions for mixed uses
Complimentary parking for different site activities (i.e. residential and commercial) at
different times of the day
On-site parking for employees
On-street parking for customers and other visitors
Landscaping
Building setbacks to streets, lanes and side boundaries
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